Clustering DNA sequences by feature vectors.
We represent all DNA sequences as points in twelve-dimensional space in such a way that homologous DNA sequences are clustered together, from which a new genomic space is created for global DNA sequences comparison of millions of genes simultaneously. More specifically, basing on the contents of four nucleotides, their distances from the origin and their distribution along the sequences, a twelve-dimensional vector is given to any DNA sequence. The applicability of this analysis on global comparison of gene structures was tested on myoglobin, beta-globin, histone-4, lysozyme, and rhodopsin families. Members from each family exhibit smaller vector distances relative to the distances of members from different families. The vector distance also distinguishes random sequences generated based on same bases composition. Sequence comparisons showed consistency with the BLAST method. Once the new gene is discovered, we can compute the location of this new gene in our genomic space. It is natural to predict that the properties of this new gene are similar to the properties of known genes that are locating near by. Biologists can do various experiments to test these properties.